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Online consumer reviews play two important roles. First, reviews can inform cons

umers about the quality of products and services and the reputation of companies

. Second, online reviews give companies information they can use to improve or m

odify their offerings. By receiving feedback from customers, companies can furth

er develop products to match market trends, rectify any issues with their goods 

or services, and monitor the quality of their handiwork.
The importance of online reviews has opened a new market for fake reviews that p

resent a dishonest impression of companies, goods, and services. Companies may t

urn to employees or bad actors to fraudulently leave positive reviews to boost t

he image of their products, or negative reviews to discredit those of a competit

or. These actions both hurt honest businesses and mislead consumers as to the qu

ality of relevant goods and services.
Second, the FTC should work with review websites, e-commerce sites, and consumer

 brands to develop best practices for combating fake reviews. Collaboration betw

een these parties would allow all involved to better prevent and detect fraudule

nt reviews. In addition, the FTC should form a public-private partnership with p

rivate sector stakeholders to share data related to known bad actors to improve 

automated detection techniques and make it easier to identify bad actors using s

hared data from many platforms.
Third, the FTC should work with the private sector to create best practices for 

social media companies to address fake reviews. Bad actors frequently use groups

 on social media to coordinate posting fake reviews. Social media companies coul

d use the best practices as a guide on how to identify and remove more fraudulen

t activities. Further, smaller social media companies that may not have the same

 resources as those available to larger organizations could use the best practic

es to stem the proliferation of fake review offerings on their platforms before 

bad actors establish themselves.
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 How the Hell Did I Not Notice This Guy In 2017?  [Image]  This guy is literally

 just me and I know this is not how you expect your friends to see you.
  12.
 What Do You Expect When You Get Married?  [Image]  I don&#39;t know what you ex

pect when you get married.
 I think we should be open and honest with ourselves about it.
  14.
 Do You Have Any Thoughts On Dating A Non-American Person?  [Image]  This questi

on is not a quiz.
 It&#39;s just a question.
 What&#39;s The Most Hilarious Thing You&#39;ve Ever Seen In A Relationship?  [I

mage]  A lot of things happen in a relationship.
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